Fancy Facials: Why Celebs Pay Big Bucks for These Skin Treatments

Not to shatter the illusion, but being a celeb is a full-time beauty commitment.

Even down-to-earth VIPs like Anna Kendrick and Miranda Kerr who seem totally low-maintenance, actually have a very regimented skin-care routine. From extravagant facials to non-invasive lasers to insta-famous fillers, most celebs have their facialists, dermatologists and aestheticians on speed dial. You might think you’re set with your once-monthly facial, but by Hollywood’s standards, there’s so much you’re not doing.

Since knowledge is power (and because we’re slightly obsessed), we went straight to the source and asked all the top experts to share their most popular celeb beauty treatments.

The Treatment: Oxylight Facial performed by Licensed Aesthetician, Edyta Jarosz of the Fifth Avenue Dermatology Surgery & Laser Center

The Celeb Fans: Sofia Vergara

The Details: A little birdie told us that this is the exact facial Sofia got to help prep her skin for her wedding (so naturally we’re sold). There’s not one thing missing here, (we’re talking LED lights, oxygen, micro-current stimulation, oxygen therapy, diamond microdermabrasion and ultrasound). Basically, you’ll be left with lifted, tightened and clarified skin after just one treatment.

The Damage: $500